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I is Someone Else

the first part of Färgfabriken’s Psychosis project, Psychosis, PART I: 
I Will Never Talk About the War Again, dealt with traumatic experiences 
and how the self dissolves like a fizzy tablet in a collective sea. The 
exhibition was curated by a guest curator, Vladan Jeremic. Psychosis, 
PART II: I is Someone Else, on the other hand, is more about the isolated 
individual but is curated by a collective.

Psychosis is often described as the loss of contact with external reality. 
But it can also be seen as the breakdown of internal communication 
when the boundaries that define the transitions between different 
parts of the human psyche dissolve. In the ill person’s attempt to 
organize this inner chaos, a kind of uncontrollable and compulsive 
creativity appears. A psychotic person fills in the gaps with fictions 
and hallucinations that seem to come from the outside world, from 
somewhere outside the mind. A coherent and fragile whole is con-
structed in which the ill person wanders across fictive bridges that 
temporarily tie together an identity that has been shaken to its 
foundations. And when the self falters uncertainly, it cannot direct itself 
toward another and the ill person is struck by a collapse of com-
munication skills: speech becomes monological, directionless expres-
sions reflecting only inner impulses. 

Mental illnesses are sometimes connected with artistic work, and 
what is ill is then viewed as normal, as it were—as an important 
element of the artist’s genius. This kind of preconception about the 
breakdown of borders in the psyche or the soul may be found in 
various rites throughout history, but also has roots in modernity. We 
see it in Sigmund Freud’s ideas regarding the existence of an original 
truth about an individual that can be excavated from under layers of 

PSYCHOSIS is a long-term project. 
Through exhibitions, publications, 
film screenings, and seminars we 
illuminate various aspects of the 
subject.
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temporary wholes from splintered selves, and they can just as easily 
dissolve the bands that hold together the illusion of a solid identity. Or 
they can simply pose unanswered questions about the nature of the 
self. And these works of art are not psychotic, because they 
communicate with the viewer and create the kind of dialogue that is 
impossible for someone suffering from psychosis.

Elsa Ekesiöö Thambert
Andreas Gedin
Joachim Granit
Fia Palmgren
Robert Stasinski

disguise and displacement. We find it in the conception of artists as an 
avant-garde that defies the boundaries for what we think possible, or 
at least for what we deem acceptable or normal. And this ties into the 
notion that the artist’s life is represented not only in the content of his 
or her work, but especially in the style with which it is executed, which 
is seen as a personal and unique mark of the individual.

But our intention is to produce an exhibition that deals less with 
artistic authenticity or the diagnosis of psychosis and more with the 
symptoms of the illness as the point of departure for describing 
transformations of the self. Even a healthy person is not constituted by 
a clearly delineated self; we harbor a whole set of potential selves. This 
is clearly captured in common expressions: I could be “beside myself ” 
with worry, for example, or “not really myself today,” or I could “lose 
myself in my thoughts.” Arthur Rimbaud formulated it like this: “Je 
est un autre,” or “I is someone else.” The verb is declined in the third 
person singular instead of the first person. “I” coincides grammatically 
with “he, she, it” but is further adapted to be “someone else.” A similar 
view of the possibility of multiple identities (which is associated with 
the tradition of taking drugs as part of the work of making art) is 
expressed in the pamphlet of directions for use that accompany a 
particular anti-depression medication. Taking the medication, it 
warns, may cause the sense of “being apart from oneself and from 
reality.” Where, then, does the person feel like he or she is? If you’re 
“not yourself,” then who are you? And hearing voices in your head 
could be a symptom of mental illness, but under certain circumstances 
it’s considered entirely normal—if you hear them in the wakening 
state between dream and consciousness, for example. Further, those 
who claim to hear the voice of God are seldom declared unfit for that 
reason alone. The boundary between what is normal and what is 
abnormal is obviously blurry, malleable, and negotiable. 

We imagine that works of art may be understood as symptoms, as 
“psychotic” without being expressions of illness. They can construct 
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Matti Kallioinen, 
Crowning of Homunculus



Anteckningar om ett stjärnfall 
(om främlingen, om att skriva)

SARA STRIDSBERG

Hey wait mister --------Hey Wait-------Mister?--------Hey?-------
Vänta lite----

Någon ber dig om ett mynt i tunnelbanan, till mat, för överlevnad, 
en slant för dagen, det händer varje dag. Ekonomiskt saknar det 
betydelse om du lämnar ifrån dig någonting, det är aldrig frågan 
om några stora summor, en liten slant eller ett par kronor. Så du 
ger något och ibland ger du ingenting, oftast ger du inte och staden 
rör sig långsamt framåt, massan av människor och jakten på varor 
och förströelser, i solskenet, Europa. Du går vidare och det finns ett 
ord för det där. Att tigga. Att tigga gör den som ingenting äger och 
som ber om en allmosa. Och det är en helt språklig angelägenhet 
som blir till en världslig angelägenhet. Din hustru eller din make 
tigger inte om hon eller han ber om en smörgås, du tigger inte om 
du ber din chef  om löneförhöjning. Tigger gör den som är utan rätt, 
ett husdjur tigger, den vars krav kan betraktas som illegitimt. Det 
rör sig oftast om en särskild sorts människor som rör sig ensamma 
genom städernas ljus. Och obehaget lämnar dig inte, frågan och 
den utsträckta handen försätter dig i ett tillstånd av oro. Genast 
vill du legitimera din identitet som ägande, vetande, frisk, sansad, 
ansvarstagande, fungerande medborgare, kanske till och med europé.

Hey wait mister-------

Och för ett enda svindlande ögonblick sätts en hel världsordning 
i fråga, det är mycket vardagligt och försumbart, en människas 
utsträckta hand. Det händer hela tiden och överallt, du glömmer den 
och du kan inte glömma den, handen.

Sara Stridsberg (b. 1972, 
Solna, Sweden) is an author 
and a playwright.
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Varje ord är en kista. Varje ord har en insydd ros. Kom, kom med mig 
in i det vita pappret---

FFF

Medea från Kolchis går omkring bland de vita klipporna i Korint 
vid Svarta havet. Det brinner omkring henne, de stora trädkronorna 
lyser i natten i Pelions skogar. Under sensommaren sprider sig 
skogsbränder okontrollerat i det här området. ”Kärlek är kolsyra i 
blodet” säger hon, ”Kärlek är en bestraffning. I framtiden kommer 
ingen att älska. Kärleken kommer att avskaffas. Ett förflutet 
obegripligt odemokratiskt barbari. De kommer att skratta åt oss 
älskande dårar.” Medea har börjat hata sig själv för sin dumhet att 
följa en främling till världens ände, för att hon har bytt sitt hemland 
och sin familj mot sin kärlek till Jason.

Medea är främlingen som har förlorat allt. Hon är en del av de stora 
flyktingströmmarna som ständigt rör sig över världen och som letar 
efter en plats där de skulle kunna få lov att stanna. Det brukar sägas 
att kvinnan är vår kulturs första främling. I det antika Grekland var 
kvinnan att betrakta som en sorts asylsökande. Äktenskapet var 
hennes enda beskydd, hennes uppehållstillstånd i världen och hennes 
medborgarskap hängde helt och hållet på hennes make. Utanför 
äktenskapet var hon en statslös utan rättigheter.

Inget äktenskap, inga papper. Ingen kärlek, inget pass.

Och Medea säger: ”Jag kände inte till kärlekens kronologi. Början. 
Mitten. Slutet. Hans blick som inte längre ser på mig. Jag kan inte 
leva utan den.”

Och hon frågar:

”Vad är det för mening med kärleken om den inte varar för evigt?”

Hey wait mister. Hey. Vänta ett ögonblick----

Om du låter bli att ge någonting säger du att du accepterar den 
rådande ordningen, gränsen mellan fattig och rik, den mellan den 
hjälpsökande, främlingen, och dig själv. Och om du väljer att ge en peng 
har det alltid ett större värde än den ekonomiska transaktionen.

Hursomhelst. Du går vidare genom staden med frågor som svarta klor 
i bröstet - frågor som också är romanens eviga frågor: Vad är kärlek, 
vad är fattigdom, vad är galenskap, vad är ensamhet, vad är rättvisa, 
vad är en människa? För på samma sätt som denna fräcka offentliga 
fråga är romanen överskridande till sin karaktär. Den är skamlös och 
gränslös, den ber ingen om lov, den väntar sig ingenting och ändå 
väntar den sig allt. På samma sätt som mannen eller kvinnan som 
ber om pengar på gatan så för romanen in ett främmande plågsamt 
element i oss; sjukdomen, melankolin och minnet av en förstörd, 
orättvis värld.

Att skriva är att falla. Att skriva är att förstöra. Att skriva är att älska, 
eftersom ordet kärlek existerar------

I skrivandets stund är författaren en annan, hon lämnar sig själv, 
kropp, medvetande, sina personliga erfarenheter, hon lämnar plats för det 
främmande. Hon är bokstavligen out of  her mind, hon är utanför sig 
själv. Boken är en lucka av ljus som öppnar sig mot det okända, mot det 
oväntade och främmande, ett fönster som vetter mot natten. Romanen 
är platsen för de dömdas lust. Romanen är sjukdomens leende.

Att skriva är också att drömma. En dåres dagdröm. Eftersom bara 
dårar ägnar sina dagar åt att dagdrömma. Eftersom bara författare får 
betalt för att dagdrömma. Men till skillnad från dåren och främlingen 
kan en dröm inte hållas inspärrad, den kan inte fångas på ett fotografi, 
den inte ställas till svars. Bilderna - både romanens och drömmens - 
fortplantas med ljusets hastighet under medborgarnas skallben utan 
att någon världslig regim kan kontrollera dem.
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Främlingen är historiskt förknippad med förstörelse, och vår rädsla 
för ödeläggelse. Men potentialen till förstörelse har vi nog inom 
oss. Vi behöver inte vara rädda för främlingen. Det är inte hon som 
kommer att förstöra oss. Och att inte tillhöra någon tid och någon 
plats ger också en alldeles särskild frihet och kraft: En flicka kan allt 
hon vill. Den fallna har redan fallit, hon behöver inte vara rädd längre. 
Främlingen, eller immigranten är den enda som har en egen historia. 
Den perversa har redan trotsat alla lagar, hon springer naken genom 
världen. Den mentalsjuka vägrar att lyda och alkoholisten har under 
dagen långsamt blivit berusad, så berusad att det känns som om han 
står i taket. Alkohol får honom att nyktra till.

Främlingen är också hoppet om att det skulle kunna finnas en annan 
värld än denna, ett annat språk, att det faktiskt närsomhelst är 
möjligt att skriva om lagarna. Jag tänker på Ron Carlsson i Amerika 
vars syster hade blivit mördad av Karla Faye Tucker. När Karla ska 
avrättas med tre giftinjektioner i februari 1998 i Texas väljer Ron 
Carlsson att sitta på hennes anhörigas sida utanför dödsrummet. Han 
blir därmed den första människan i den amerikanska historien som 
väljer att sitta med den dömdas familj trots att han är anhörig till 
offret. Och jag tänker på Rosa Parks som sitter alldeles tyst i sitt säte 
i den lilla bussen i Montgomery, Alabama, medan hon väntar på att 
polisen ska komma och arrestera henne för hennes vägran att lämna 
sitt säte till en vit person. Det finns ingenting mer att säga, allt som 
finns är hennes vägran och tystnad. Så Rosa Parks ser ut genom 
fönstret på de böljande bomullsfälten medan polissirenerna närmar 
sig i fjärran.

Att säga någonting betyder ibland att ge upp allt det du tror på. Att 
börja tala är att acceptera ett stelnat språk fullt av lagar och tvingande 
bilder. Ibland händer det att din olydnad och tystnad blir fröet till en 
hel befrielserörelse som sedan kommer att förändra världen, men just 
i det ögonblicket i den lilla gula bussen i Alabama är du alltid alldeles 
ensam.

 Hey wait mister --------

--------Vänta.

-----Har du några kronor? Har du tid en stund?

----------Vänta lite.

-----Det måste finnas en plats för mig någonstans i världen.

Jag tror att det var vintern 1993. Under några fruktansvärda frost-
nätter när temperaturen föll oväntat och snön föll som sockerbitar 
över Europa dog delar av den hemlösa befolkningen i Frankrike. Året 
efter bodde jag där själv. Då talades det om att kommunala garage nu 
hade lämnats olåsta vissa särskilda frostkalla nätter för att de hemlösa 
inte skulle frysa ihjäl även denna vinter. Där jag bodde, i Strasbourg, 
strax intill den stora katedralen, flockades alltid människor som på 
olika sätt arbetade där, de sjöng och spelade och sålde småsaker för 
ingenting, tricks och upptåg, musik och konster och ibland bara sina 
tandlösa leenden. Strasbourgarna med egna hem återkom alltid till 
dessa hemlösa gatuarbetande människors enorma rikedomar utanför 
staden; det sades att de hade vackra slott och vinfält, lyxbilar och 
swimmingpools. Häpnadsväckande fantasier som verkligen tjänade 
sitt syfte, de skapade en känsla av lugn kring det upprörande, en 
känsla av rättvisa i en orättvis värld. Några år senare fylldes även 
Stockholms gator av karaktärer som bad om pengar offentligt och 
med dem kom också skrönorna för att förklara fenomenet.

---Utlänning---------Främling-----Dagdrivare-----Immigrant----
Hemlös------Sjuk-------------Pervers------Alkoholist----------Hora---

Främlingen: Att inte tillhöra någon särskild plats, någon tid, någon kärlek. 
Förlorat ursprung, omöjlig rotfästning, fallande minne, inställt nu.
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consciousness, her personal experiences, 
she leaves space for what is strange. She is 
literally out of  her mind, she has stepped 
outside herself. The book is a trapdoor of  
light opening onto the unknown, onto the 
unexpected and strange, a window onto the 
night. The novel is the location for the desire 
of  the doomed. The novel is the smile of  
sickness. 

To write is also to dream. A mad person’s 
daydream. Since only the mad devote their 
days to daydreaming. Since only authors get 
paid for daydreaming. But unlike the mad 
person and the stranger, a dream cannot be 
kept incarcerated, it cannot be captured in a 
photograph, it cannot be held responsible. 
The images –of  the novel, of  the dream 
– multiply at the speed of  light beneath the 
skull bones of  citizens and no regime of  this 
world can check them.

Every word is a casket. Every word has a rose 
sewn into it. Come, come with me into the 
white paper----

FFF

Medea from Kolchis walks around among 
the white cliffs in Corinth by the Black Sea. 
It is burning all around her, the crowns 
of  the great trees shine in the night in the 
forests of  Pelion. In the late summer the 
forest fires spread unchecked in this area. 
“Love has carbon dioxide in its blood”, she 
says, “Love is a punishment. In the future, no 
one will love. Love will be abolished. A past, 
incomprehensible, undemocratic barbarism. 
They will laugh at us, the mad people who 
loved.” Medea has started hating herself  
for her foolishness in following a stranger 
to the end of  the world, having exchanged 
her homeland and her family for her love for 
Jason.

Medea is the stranger who has lost 
everything. She is part of  the great stream of  
refugees constantly moving across the world 
and looking for a place where they might 
be allowed to stay. It is said that woman is 
the first stranger in our culture. In ancient 
Greece, woman was considered as some kind 
of  asylum seeker. Marriage was her only 
refuge; her right of  residence in the world 
and her citizenship depended entirely on her 
husband. Outside marriage she was stateless 
and without rights. 

No marriage, no papers. No love, no passport.

And Medea says: “I did not know the 
chronology of  love. The beginning. The 
middle. The end. His gaze, no longer looking 
at me. I cannot live without it.” And she asks:
“What point is there in love if  it does not last 
forever?”

Hey wait mister --------
--------Wait. 
-----Can you spare a few kronor? Can you 
spare a bit of  time?
----------Wait a minute. 
-----There must be a place for me somewhere 
in the world. 

I think it was the winter of  1993. Over a 
number of  terribly cold nights when the 
temperature plummeted unexpectedly and 
the snow fell like lumps of  sugar on Europe, 
sections of  the homeless population of  France 
died. The following year I was living there 
myself. I heard that communal garages were 
now left unlocked on very cold and frosty 
nights so the homeless would not freeze 
to death that winter, too. Where I lived in 
Strasbourg, right next to the huge cathedral, 
there were always people flocking there who 
worked in various ways; they sang and played 
and sold little things for nothing, stunts and 

Hey wait mister --------Hey Wait-------
Mister?--------Hey?-------Wait a minute----

Somebody asks you for a coin on the 
underground, for food, for survival, a coin for 
the day, it happens every day. Economically it 
is of  no significance if  you make a donation, 
it never involves large sums, a few coins or a 
couple of  kronor. So you give something and 
sometimes you give nothing, usually you give 
nothing and the city moves slowly onwards, 
the mass of  people and the pursuit of  goods 
and entertainment, in the sunshine, Europe. 
You walk on and there is a word for that. 
Begging. Begging is the act of  someone who 
owns nothing and asks for charity. And it is an 
entirely linguistic distinction that turns into 
a worldly distinction. Your wife or husband is 
not begging if  she or he asks for a sandwich, 
you are not begging if  you ask your boss for a 
pay rise. Begging is done by someone who has 
no rights, a domestic pet begs, anyone whose 
demands can be considered illegitimate. 
It generally turns on particular sorts of  
people turned out alone into the lights of  
the cities. And the sense of  unease will not 
leave you, the question and the outstretched 
hand unsettle you. You immediately want 
to legitimise your identity as an owning, 
knowing, healthy, sober-minded, responsible, 
functioning citizen, perhaps even a European.

Hey wait mister-------

And for a single, dizzying moment, a whole 
world order is brought into question, it is very 

mundane and negligible, the outstretched 
hand of  a human being. It happens all the 
time and everywhere, you forget it and cannot 
forget it, the hand.

Hey wait mister. Hey. Wait a minute----

By not giving anything you say that you 
accept the status quo, the boundary between 
poor and rich, between the person seeking 
help, the stranger, and yourself. And if  you 
choose to give some change, it always has a 
greater worth than the economic transaction.

Anyway. You walk on through the city with 
questions like claws in your breast – questions 
that are also the eternal questions of  the 
novel: What is love, what is poverty, what 
is madness, what is solitude, what is justice, 
what is a human being? Because just like 
this brazen public question, the novel is 
transgressive in character. It is shameless 
and boundless, it asks no one’s permission, it 
expects nothing and yet expects everything. 
In the same way as the man or woman asking 
for money in the street, the novel introduces 
a strangely painful element into us; illness, 
melancholy, the memory of  a ruined, unjust 
world.

To write is to fall. To write is to destroy. 
To write is to love, since the word love does 
exist-------

At the moment of  writing, the author is 
another person, she leaves herself, body, 

Notes on a falling star 
(about strangers, about writing)

BY Sara Stridsberg
TRANSLATED BY Sarah Death
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pranks, music and tricks and sometimes their 
own, toothless smiles. The Strasbourgeois 
with homes of  their own always came back 
to these homeless street workers’ enormous 
riches outside the city; they were said to have 
beautiful big houses and vineyards, deluxe cars 
and swimming pools. Astonishing fantasies 
that really did serve their purpose, creating a 
sense of  calm around something outrageous, 
a sense of  justice in an unjust world. A few 
years later the streets of  Stockholm were full 
of  characters asking publicly for money as 
well, and with them, too, came the stories to 
explain the phenomenon.

---Foreigner---------Stranger-----Vagrant----- 
Immigrant----Homeless------Sick-------------
Pervert------Alcoholic----------Whore--- 

The stranger: Not belonging to any particular 
place, any time, any love. Lost origins, 
impossible rooting, falling memory, now 
disposed.

FFF

The stranger is historically associated with 
destruction, and our fear of  destruction. But 
in fact, the potential for destruction is within 
us. We do not need to fear the stranger. She 
is not the one who will destroy us. And not 
belonging to any time or place also gives 
a very special liberation and power: A girl 
can do whatever she likes. Someone who has 
fallen is already fallen, she no longer needs 
to be afraid.The stranger, or immigrant, is 
the only one with a story of  her own. The 
pervert has already defied all the laws, she 
runs naked through the world. The mentally 
ill person refuses to obey and the alcoholic 
has grown slowly inebriated as the day passes, 
so inebriated that he feels as though he is sky 
high. Alcohol sobers him up.

The stranger is also the hope that there 
could be another world apart from this one, 
another language, that it really is possible to 
rewrite the laws at any time. I think of  Ron 
Carlsson in America. Whose sister had been 
murdered by Karla Faye Tucker. When Karla 
is to be executed by three lethal injections in 
February 1998 in Texas, Ron Carlsson elects 
to sit on the same side as her relations outside 
the death chamber. With that he becomes 
the first person in American history to elect 
to sit with the family of  the condemned 
prisoner even though he is related to the 
victim. And I think of  Rosa Parks, sitting in 
complete silence in her seat on the little bus 
in Montgomery, Alabama while she waits for 
the police to come and arrest her for refusing 
to give up that seat to a white person. There 
is nothing more to say, all that is left is her 
refusal and her silence. So Rosa Parks looks 
out of  the window at the billowing fields of  
cotton as the police sirens approach in the 
distance.

Saying something sometimes means giving up 
everything you believe in. To start speaking is 
to accept a rigid language full of  laws and 
coercive images. It may sometimes happen 
that your disobedience and silence sow the 
seeds of  a whole liberation movement that 
will go on to change the world, but at that 
moment in the little yellow bus in Alabama, 
you are always utterly alone.
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Håkan Rehnberg,
The Pure Imperative



ART FROM THE LAST two thousand years can be considered a free flow of 
attempts to understand and experiment with the human mind. But 
only a few years ago did artists, art historians, and philosophers began 
adopting a perspective also involving the human brain. This might 
seem strange since the dualism of Descartes was purged from the life 
sciences long ago. Secular society now stipulates that there is no soul, 
but rather that our experiences, whether of art or culture at large, are 
processed by our brain. But the newfangled courtship between the 
humanities (the "soul") and neuroscience (the "brain") should not 
come as a surprise for anyone familiar with the history of the two 
disciplines. Renowned art historian Norman Bryson recently clari-
fied his stance on art and neuroscience in a short introduction to a 
book about artist and neurologist Warren Neidich. In a passage about 
Post-structuralism he writes, that "While the family of terms that owe 
their allegiance to the signifier—text, discourse, code, meaning—is 
brilliantly adept at dealing with questions of signification, it encounters 
a notable limit when the area that it seeks to understand exceeds the 
sphere of textual meaning."1 Bryson argues that emotions and psycho-
logical attributes from experiencing and thinking about art, that are not 
textually structured, call for a neurological or neurocultural analysis.

But Bryson's reasoning, strange as it may seem in the inert field that 
is today's art history,  goes far back. On a closer examination, thinkers 
such as Immanuel Kant, Edmund Burke, Sigmund Freud, and John 
Dewey all emerge as neurocultural thinkers in their search for a 
"natural" or biological basis for our judgments. In A Contribution to 
the Critique of Political Economy (1859), Marx makes reference to our 

The Synaptic Self:
Towards a Neurocultural 

Perspective of Art
ROBERT STASINSKI

Robert Stasinski (b. 1980, 
Sweden) is a freelance curator, 
critic, and writer. 
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perfect forms, a position that for nearly two thousand years moved 
the work of art away from the human body (and brain) and towards an 
ideal or external object or phenomenon.

It would take much advancement in psychology and psychoanalysis 
before this mimetic idealism would perish under the shattered self 
of modernity. Art historian Ernst Gombrich proclaimed in 1960 
that art can neither be true nor false, grounding his analysis in the 
psychology of perception and the shift in focus made by Duchamp 
with his Fountain in 1917 was equally significant. 5 Now came an 
era where the exposition of an ideal, Grand History, presented 
at a museum or gallery would transform and instead focus would 
be put on the brain that makes and owns the experience of art.

Not only did performance and "live art" artists of the sixties and 
seventies offer a critique of social and political norms as well as the 
physical object of art, they also criticized the very way we experience, 
consume, and remember an artwork. In decades that followed, the 
production and dissemination of art changed, as well as the very idea 
of the "self" that produces and consumes art. 

Prominent neuroscientists today such as Francis Crick, Michael Gazzaniga 
and David Eagleman commonly reduce the phenomenological "self" to 
the neurochemical brain. This has opened up a new discussion within 
law, economics, social sciences and the arts since "reducing" the self 
to the eighty-five billion neurons in our brain really just scatters the 
properties of the "self". The recent development of neurolaw creates 
new perspectives on morality of crime, while neuroaesthetic research 
can provide us with a translation of complex art experiences into 
neuronal activity in the brain. As a reaction to this development, 
philosopher Alva Noë argues that "you are not your brain" and that 
attempting to restrict the conscious mind to the physical brain is 
faulty.6 Instead, the "self" comes to mind in a constant interaction 
with an external world, a culture with other social beings in sync with 
the whole human body. 

"mineralogical sense," a kind of inborn appetite of humans to appreciate 
the color and light of gold and silver, apparent idiosyncracies of our 
brain.2 During the twentieth century, art historians such as Michael 
Baxandall and John Onians have written in depth on the neurohistory 
of art, connecting recent findings in the field of cognitive science 
to theories of interpretation. While Baxandall focuses mostly on 
perception and the neurological anatomy of the eyes, Onians re-
reads cultural history, using contemporary findings about our brain's 
plasticity and emotional patterns in order to present cultural theorists 
such as Leon Battista Alberti, Baron de Montesquieu and John Dewey 
as neuroarthistorians. 3

The rapid advances of neuroscience since President George H. Bush 
declared the 1990's as "the Decade of the Brain" have developed into 
entirely new disciplines. In the beginning of the twenty-first century 
the field of neuroaesthetics was coined by neurologist Semir Zeki, who 
later became its first professor at the University College of London. 
What makes research in neuroaesthetics promising is partly due to 
its new technology (fMRI scanning, PET scanning, Deep Brain 
Stimulation, etc.) and also due to the larger cultural shift from a 
focus on textual analysis to a psychosocial, biological breakdown. 
Generally speaking, it is the contemporary move away from "the 
object" to "experience" and even further towards the subject having 
the experience of the object. In the words of art historian James Elkins 
"The object stares back".4

Mimesis, as a concept and artistic method, dates back to Plato and 
Aristotle. Its highest purpose is the objective representation of nature. 
This notion is still part of the global consciousness of what art is and 
should be. The allegory of the cave, described in The Republic, features 
canonical thoughts by Socrates arguing that the imperceptible world 
is the most intelligible (noeton), while the visible world (horaton) is the 
least knowable, thus manifesting the idea that the human distortion 
of external information seems endless. In Socrates's mind, physical 
objects and physical events are merely "shadows" of their ideal or 
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The human brain is plastic and constantly developing. The basic idea 
of neural plasticity is that connections between the nerve cells or 
neurons in our brains are liable to form or fade away in response to our 
shifting experiences. Since each of us has had different experiences, we 
also have differently configured neural networks, and, as a result, we 
all have different abilities and preferences. Your brain will change and 
rewire itself upon interaction with any cultural milieu. In fact, it will 
change just as you read through this text. Just imagine what could 
happen after an encounter with the fiesta of stimuli of a contemporary 
art exhibition. In studying the complexity of the deconstructed 
"self"—our neurocultural identity—as it interacts with works of 
art, audiences, the economy, social rules and norms, it might take 
yet another two thousand years before the fog has cleared on how 
our brain function neuroaesthetically. But, as Semir Zeki has noted, 
art has always been studied  "neurologically" by artists, writers, and 
philosophers—they've just been using means other than those of the 
scientist.

(Endnotes)

1  Warren Neidich, Blow-up: Photography Cinema and the brain, 
D.A.P., 2003.

2  Karl Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Political 
Economy, 1859.

3  John Onians, Neuroarthistory: From Aristotle and Pliny to 
Baxandall and Zeki, Yale University Press, 2007 and John Onians, 
Ernst Gombrich (Editors), Sight & insight, Phaidon 1994.

4  James Elkins, The Object Stares Back: On the Nature of 
Seeing, Mariner Books, 1997.

5  Ernst H Gombrich, Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology 
of Pictorial Representation, Phaidon, 1977.

6  Alva Noë, Out of our heads: why you are not your brain, and 
other lessons from the biology of consciousness Hill and Wang, 
2009.
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[...] Flotte – eller motstånd. 
Fixerat i det vita landskapet 

– öppnar ögonen sig helt – för 
att förkroppsliga sig – sin egen 

förlust – mot konstverket på 
väggen. Ett vitt snötäckt fält. 

Skog i slutet. [...]

Beata Berggren,
excerpt from Collobert <> CAG 



THE MARRIAGE BETWEEN Art and Philosophy has a tendency to really heat 
up when the two disciplines let the other one in on their respective 
infidelities. So the question now is how Art will react to the fact 
that Philosophy has become so obsessively fascinated with the rapid 
developments in neuroscience. What happens to Art's relationship to 
the Auteur when Philosophy disassembles the Cartesian subject?
 
If  Humanism was born in 17th century France in the shape of  
the Enlightenment—the supra-ideology of  the bourgeoisie in the 
struggle against the old feudal power structure based on church, 
nobility and monarchy—then Humanism was completed with the 
modernist project of  the 20th century: the dream of  Man being the 
autonomous, rational, economic machine—the God of  Humanism.

However the Frankfurt School of  the 1930s didn't just give the 
world a culture critique with the purpose of  completing modernism 
—the idea that the mission of  Art is to always strive forward and 
transgress all taboos and boundaries—but also the seeds for the 
dialectical critique of  the very same idea. Art's current obsession 
with "questioning" and "examination" will, increasingly, be aimed at 
Humanism's own utopism, which naturally is the nihilistic trap where 
the discourse of  Art is stranded today.
 
The problem is that the postmodernist Auteur still is an individual 
in the classical humanist sense. And Humanism will perish when 

Art in the Age of Netocracy
ALEXANDER BARD & JAN SÖDERQVIST 
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Sweden) is a philosopher, writer, 
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Excerpt from the chapter THE MYTH OF THE EGO 
in the book THE BODY MACHINES:

can we even begin to imagine a worldview without functional 
metaphysical illusions? Can we imagine a language without con-
ventions that survive just because they actually work, rather than 
represent any underlying truth about life?

The answer is that language, like our self-image and our worldview, 
is formed over a long period of  time by Darwinian pragmatism. We 
use the tools which we have learned actually work in order to get our 
bearings and deal with the turbulent world around us. And because 
the ego is primarily a practical tool in our everyday lives, rather than 
a deep insight into the innermost nature of  life, it is in the role of  
linguistic convention rather than as metaphysical truth that it clings 
on so stubbornly as a prime concept. The thousands of  utopian 
attempts that have been made throughout the history of  philosophy 
to cleanse language from these unpleasant illusions—in modern times 
not least within so-called analytical philosophy—have also collapsed 
sooner or later, if  for no other reason than that these energetic 
cleansing efforts eventually have no language left to make use of  
themselves. The power of  metaphysical illusions over language and 
thereby also over our thinking is so strong and so fundamental that 
language would not function without these components.

But if  the ego is an hallucination, who is doing the hallucinating? 
Ultimately, this is a circular system, a feedback loop. The ego is thus, 
in Hofstadter's formulation, an hallucination that is being hallucinated 
by an hallucination. And so on, ad infinitum. Sounds complicated? 
In actual fact it's an extremely radical and ultimately productive 
simplification. We hallucinate an identity and stick to it. The German 
philosopher Thomas Metzinger talks of  the ego as the product of  
an "ego machine", a mechanism which the brain switches on when 
it needs to integrate the impulses of  the perception apparatus with 

confronted by the netocracy of  the emerging internet society, 
whose supra-ideology is a metaphysics that rather revolves around 
interactive creativity, where the Individual (a creature of  supposedly 
solid permanent being) has been replaced by the Dividual (a creature 
of  multitude in constant flux) as the ideal. Thus the focus necessarily 
shifts from The Auteur and The Work to The Network and the ever-
changing Material, which is Art's new constantly postponed object: 
the remix rather than the original being the main product of  Art.
 
Thus Art has played out its provisional role during late modernism 
(including postmodernism) as the center of  metaphysics, secular 
society's substitute for the sacred. Instead we have arrived at a 
paradoxical situation, opening up for a new, religious art with a 
utopian dimension, religious in the sense of  being subordinate, an 
instrument for a larger metaphysical, atheistic, or rather in Georges 
Bataille's sense atheological project: the netocracy's search for the 
collective ecstasy has no room for The Auteur. He can not merely 
pretend to be multitude, he has to be multitude, in other words: The 
Auteur has to go!
 
Rest assured that this New Art will do everything it can to avoid 
being pegged down in elegant galleries welcoming the bourgeoisie 
taking its Sunday stroll. Since this is an exercise of  imploitation 
rather than exploitation, an exercise of  heart rather than smartness, 
Charles Saatchi is equally out of  place in the netocratic world as is 
Rupert Murdoch. This process is already in progress well under 
the radar of  the establishment; it not only excludes the Auteur but 
even tends to call itself  something other than "Art" in order to avoid 
detection. But this only makes the search that more exciting. Because 
believe us, Art it is!
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fretting. If  it looks like a freshly cooked Vienna schnitzel and smells 
like a freshly cooked Vienna schnitzel, we may as well take out our 
knife and fork. Because any other course of  action would be a threat 
to our survival.

One vital structure in the brain's system of  modules is permanently 
devoted to relating the ongoing and successively growing  narrative of  
itself  to itself. The result—the ego hallucination—is for most people 
so persuasive that they experience it as the solid rock that can't be 
called into question in a stormy sea of  uncertainty.  So Descartes has 
intuition on his side: the ego feels like something self-evident, beyond 
all debate. "The ego" is the obvious protagonist of  the narrative, the 
player that perceives "my" perceptions, thinks "my" thoughts and 
makes "my" decisions. It is actually "the ego" that gives "me" "my" 
personal identity, and without this identity "the ego" would be no one. 
At least that is what it feels like. Unless it is simply the case that many 
of  us have misunderstood what it means to be no one.

Recurring concepts in the philosophy 
of Alexander Bard & Jan Söderqvist:

Dividual
A human being perceived as divisible rather than indivisible (the 
individual). The dividual nurtures a multiplicity of identities, 
regarding none of these as more “real” or “original” than any other, 
and allows the different sides to dominate according to context, 
whereas the individual strives for an integrated personality.

Netocracy
The dominant class of informationalism, in other words: the elite 
which attains power and status through its unique capacity to 
create attentional value, and which produces and controls its 
own social identity, primarily through intensive networking.

Nihilism
The understanding that life lacks both divine and natural meaning, 
as a result of which the search for meaning has always been and 
will always be a production of meaning. Eternalism differentiates 
between naive, cynical and affirmative nihilism.

the movements of  its own body, for instance when we wake up in the 
morning. In that moment the ego becomes, or assumes, an ego. And 
because the impulses of  the perception apparatus have constantly to 
be coordinated with the body's movements, we quickly perceive this 
ego both as constant and continuously present in our consciousness 
about our body and existence in general.

Ultimately this is a matter of  functionality. The primary task of  the 
brain is not to reveal complicated truths about existence, but to make 
us competitive in an evolutionary sense through the use of  powerful 
hallucinations which simplify our everyday lives. And the perception 
of  a constant and continuously present ego simply gives us the 
optimal perspective for maintaining productive relations with the 
world around us. If  we were more sophisticated that we actually are, 
or rather, if  our brains saw through their own virtual simulation and 
therefore did not perceive what Metzinger called our "phenomenal 
ego-model" as a genuinely existing ego, the cost would outweigh the 
benefits. We would probably end up paying a higher metabolic price 
—burn more sugar—without achieving anything more than practical 
difficulties and, in a lot of  cases, existential angst for ourselves. In 
the same way, a language, which had been militantly purged of  every 
imaginable illusion, would be so clumsy and stilted that it would be 
impossible to use to describe an existence in which distinctions often 
dissolve into a mysterious haze.                                

There is, then, an evolutionary logic behind the immense power 
of  the ego fiction. It explains why our brains are just sufficiently 
sophisticated and programmed to make us naive realists. We are 
electrochemical module systems which systematically confuse 
ourselves with the contents of  our self-produced ego-model. For 
the same reason we automatically equate those impulses, mediated 
by necessity, which signal for instance food or fear, and the actual 
existence of  food or fear. It is, admittedly, true that we never ever 
come into direct contact with what we call reality, but that is no 
rational reason for us to complicate our everyday life with constant 
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Renja Leino
ABSENT MINDS

Digital prints on canvas, 
4x5 m, 2006-2007

Absent Minds consists of pictures 
taken on a mobile phone. Because 
of the simple camera, people 
are able to relax while Leino 
photographs them. The expression 
on people’s faces while they are 
working in front of a computer, 
watching television, or playing 
PlayStation is always the same: 
faces that express the feeling of 
being in a world of their own, 
faces in foreign landscapes. 
Their faces are serious and they 
are certainly physically present, 
but their minds are absent. The 
phenomenon is global and her work 
is a study of our time. Renja 
Leino uses words like fascination 
and frustration to describe her 
photographs. She is wondering 
where all these electronic sig-
nals and impulses of light are 
leading us. Digital media is 
filling our world and our minds: 
her question is, with what?
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Matti Kallioinen
CROWNING OF HOMUNCULUS

MDF-Chair, hair dryers, vibrating sanders, 
Shiatsu massage cushion, head massage 
device, DMX-dimmers, microcontroller, 
computer, VR-glasses, earphones, 2012

Matti Kallioinen has constructed 
a lounge chair that synchronizes 
tactile, auditory, and visual 
stimuli. The tactile stimuli are 
created by vibration motors for 
the thighs and feet, hairdryers, 
a head massage device, and a 
shiatsu massage cushion for the 
back. These act on the observer’s 
body in a sequence that lasts just 
over five minutes and is part of 
a composed musical structure. 

Visual stimuli are generated by a 
stereoscopic video that portrays 
an alternative scenario in which 
the observer is persuaded to 
identify himself or herself with 
a foreign body in an artificial 
situation, a false image that the 
tactile stimuli continually and 
treacherously confirm.

Like experiments with so-called 
out-of-body experiences conduc-
ted at places such as the 
Karolinska Institute, the piece 
works with the distortion of one 
of the things we take most for 
granted—the sense of owning and 
inhabiting or own body. 
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Aura Satz 
SPIRAL SOUND COIL

Sound sculpture
Phonograph horn, 6 speakers placed 
inside horn, audio amplifier, audio 
interface, speaker wire, computer, wax 
cylinder recording, 2010
Photo: Paul Winch-Furness

Aura Satz’s Spiral Sound Coil is 
a sound sculpture that creates a 
physical and psychoacoustic sonic 
experience in which visitors are 
encouraged to place their head 
inside of the sculpture. The 
sculpture is formed as a giant 
hearing trumpet and creates a 
tune out of the already existing 
sounds in the air surrounding it. 
By using a device that resembles 
an ear trumpet, her work empha-
sizes the body’s own mechanics and 
explores the physicality of sound 
and memory. The multi-channel 
soundtrack outputs in a spiral 
sequence, a recording of the wax 
cylinder sound, like recordings of 
memories and personal histories. 
The shifting sounds in the room 
absorbed by the Spiral Sound 
Coil offer a powerful acoustic 
experience. Satz’ work underlines 
the importance of the perceiving 
body, with a mixture of magic and 
machination.
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Andreas Gedin
GEMINI

Video, 9 min 9 sec, 2000
Photo: Still from Gemini
Director: Andreas Gedin
Text: Michel Tournier
Translation: Anne Parker
Photography: Henrik von Sydow
Actor: Stephen Braude Rappaport
Edit: Film & Video
Credit: Martin & Co

Andreas Gedin’s video is based on 
a section of the novel Gemini by 
the French author Michel Tournier. 
The novel tells the story of a 
pair of twins who are lovers. 
Gedin’s work also shows a pair of 
twins who are reciting a section 
of the novel from memory. They say 
half of the words each: the one 
to the left says the first half 
of the words, and the one to the 
right fills in and says the end. 
Tournier’s text is about a walk 
the twins take together on the 
beach, about their communication 
and their love. 
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The title Vertigo (the spin, the 
whirl) refers to the spin that the 
observer experiences on both a 
psychological and a physiological 
level in Maja Bajevic’s work. The 
installation is composed of three 
simultaneous back projections, 
one exposed from the ceiling 
and two others from the walls in 
the corner under the ceiling. 
The observer is seized and held 
captive by the three projections 
that surround him/her. The aim 
is to plunge the observer into a 
universe of vertiginous trauma, a 
whirlwind of images moves simul-
taneously, throwing the observer 
off balance. This action is 
sometimes interrupted by the 
opposite movement on one of the 
screens. The whirl is filmed 
by an expressive, experimental 
camera that reinforces the atmos-
phere of angst. As the film 
continues, there is an increasing 
amount of digital interference, 
as if the medium itself has gone 
mad. Images from a psychiatric 

hospital are interwoven into the 
whirlwind projections in which 
inmates happily sing Hollywood 
classics like “As Time Goes By” 
(from Casablanca). In Vertigo, 
the world is out of balance. As 
Kurosawa once said, “In a mad 
world only the mad are sane.”

Maja Bajevic
VERTIGO

Three-screen video installation 
3 channel video, three projections in a corner 
situation, colour, sound, loop, 
6 min 27 sec, 2007
Photos: Still from the video Vertigo
Courtesy: The Artist and Galerie Peter 
Kilchmann, Zurich
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Håkan Rehnberg
JAG HAR LIKNAT DET VID EN VAKT, MEN 
DESS LÅNGSAMMA CIRKLANDE RÖRELSE, 
FÖR ETT ÖGONBLICK, VAR SNARARE ETT 
GÄCKAT VILDDJURS KRINGSTRYKANDE

Aluminium, oil on sandblasted acrylic glass, 
(ca 200x50x100 cm), 2006

THE APPROACH, 2006
Aluminium, glass (ca 250x40x60cm)

THE PURE IMPERATIVE, 2006
Aluminium, glass, 240x50x102 cm 
Photos: Calle Tillberg

Painting and spatial objects 
presuppose and expose one another. 
They are based on one another and 
they withdraw from one another. 
Each is its own foreign, exposed 
side. 

There is a passage from Plotinus, 
a philosopher of the ancient world, 
that I haven’t been able to let 
go of. He describes how the seen 
is transformed into a form of 
seeing, making the distinction 
between subject and object 
extremely elusive.

The long title “I Have Likened 
it to a Guard, but Its Slow, 
Circling Movement, for a Moment, 
Was More Like the Flailing of a 
Wild Animal Being Hunted” is bor-
rowed from the Henry James novel 
“The Turn of the Screw.” In this 
piece I have introduced a spatial 
dimension to my painting. Using 
obstacles and gestures, I want to 
bring out both a physical and an 
imaginary movement in the viewer, 
force her to move restlessly 
around the piece, get her to 
imagine herself inside of it. 

When it was once shown at the 
Palace of Tessin, it was displayed 
in front of a trompe l’oeil 
mural, placed at exactly the spot 
where the viewer must stand to 
experience the optical illusion 
correctly. The viewer’s position 
is simply excluded — the act of 
observing is broken up, becoming 
both active and passive. 

Text by Håkan Rehnberg
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Collobert <> CAG

Det låter. Det är inte svart. Det är fiktion. Det är en – det är även 
– kanske det är förlorat – inte grönt – chockar – utan att kräkas. 
Utan att låta. Utan kropp. Det är tre kroppar – med armar – de är 
tysta. De är andra former. Mellan väggarna. Som reser sig vita. 
Ljud som förskräckta ord. Studsar mot kropparna.

Inga väggar. I rummet. Det är ljud. Också nu. Ord och. Sak. 
Det är en gemensam sak. Munnarna öppnar sig mot varandra. 
Kropparna lutar sig mot varandra. Mot väggarna – inga onödiga 
väggar – bärande – av rörliga kroppar – mot en målad yta.

Handflator mot golvytan – enligt det som sagts – utan fakta. 
Utan vetskap om den andra eller om rummet. Även ordens 
bärande och vetande.

FFF

Även nu – kanske sorl. Munnar öppnas mot kropparna. Men nu 
når rösten fram. Slår mot bröstet – blusen. Utan färg. Med svar.

Nära normalt – enligt formen på glaset. Fylls med vätska. Intas 
i kroppen. Munnarna stramas åt till ett leende. Hur mycket tid 
som den här – återstår. En hel vecka. Kanske – två.

FFF

Kontant. Utan bild. Raka ryggar mot vägg. Och inte vägg. Öppna 
ögon – inga bilder – sorl.

Det vill oljud. Kropparna vill – tydlig vision – böja sig. Köpa 

Beata Berggren
COLLOBERT < > CAG

Text, 2012

Collobert <> CAG is a text that 
plays out against the background of 
the classic white surface – a sheet 
of paper, a white-painted gallery 
space, a snow-covered field. 

The text is based on the work of 
French poet Danielle Collobert 
and on the work of a group of 
Russian artists known as the 
Collective Actions Group. It rec-
ords in writing and documents 
the work of others, thus only by 
suggestion does it emerge as a work 
in its own right, a body of its 
own. But it also records itself in 
other works. 



väggarna. Drar handen över den plana ytan. Fyller kroppen 
med vätska. Då. När. Bara här och med – resurser. För att klara 
vintern.

FFF

Flotte – eller motstånd. Fixerat i det vita landskapet – öppnar 
ögonen sig helt – för att förkroppsliga sig – sin egen förlust – mot 
konstverket på väggen. Ett vitt snötäckt fält. Skog i slutet.

FFF

Mötet är informellt. Styrelsen är inte informerad – om nu – allt 
detta. Ett telefonsamtal och kropparna sätts i rörelse. Ut på fältet 
– händer håller upp färgade fyrkantiga wellpappskivor – händer 
drar i trådar – upphör i slutet av fältet – försvinner kroppar. Tar 
tåget. Några samlas upp vid utgångspunkten. Bara åtta av tolv.

FFF

Informeras – hittar hem. Inte nu utan senare – beskriver man 
vad som hänt – att man sett kroppar komma från skogen – mot 
den punkt där man samlats – finns inga väggar. Ingen enhetlig 
beskrivning. Bara snö och ett gemensamt klockslag.

FFF

Efter flera veckors tid – håller man på tystnaden. Håller kvar 
utgångspunkten – kontanterna är kanske kvar. Det hoppas 
– på förhand – tills utmattning av kroppen – färgade pappskivor 
– hålls upp mot rummet som bakgrund – utan väggar dras 
uppmärksamheten mot utgångspunkten. Händerna släpper 
– även också en bild.

med de sista pengarna. Handflata mot handflata – konstverket. 
Kroppen står med händerna i fickorna. Med ögonen öppna. 
Munnen rör sig mot kroppen mittemot.

FFF

Även nu. På gång. Av. På. I rum. Inte ännu. Snart där. Här också. 
Kanske. Också – utanför – rummet. Väggarna reser sig höga – 
under taket – ser ansiktena upp – också ner. I. Även där. Innanför. 
Utan ljud. Hör inte. Andetag. Redan sedd. Med händerna på – tar 
på. Med händerna på sak – under sak – utanpå sak. Grundarbete. 
Nerver – och spänning – växer. Onödiga väggar.

FFF

Tidigare. Men också nu. Med bild. Inbjudan. Dokumentation och 
kanske beskrivning av – kropparna och linjer. För att bli ögon 
som ser på – på – en – och – utan – ingen – som – i – ser något. 
Inte här. Även där. Kropparna stannar. Lämnar tidigare – men 
också – bli ögon.

Reser sig mot – men också – med hjälp av väggen.

Närmar sig – långt bort – otydligt. Ser med ögonen. Kropparna. 
Först en. Sedan två. Även tre. Två försvinner tidigare. Tar tåg. In 
till – lämnar rummet. Även här. Hämtar ut biljett. På fältet. För 
att resa. På beställning. Redan – tidigare – köpt. Med kontanter.

FFF

Helt säkert där. Inte här. Kallt. Med snö. Vit bakgrund. Klassisk 
beskrivning. Utan kreativitet. I förvirring. Tar sig hem på 
eget bevåg. Kroppen. Utan kropp. Utan pengar. Mellan de vita 
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Rise against – but also – with support from 
the wall. 

Getting closer – far away – unclear. Seeing 
with the eyes. Bodies. First one. Then two. 
Even three. Two disappear earlier. Take 
trains. In to – leaving the body. Even here. 
Collecting ticket. On the field. To travel. On 
command. Already – earlier – bought. With 
cash. 

FFF

Completely safe there. Not here. Cold. With 
snow. White background. Classic description. 
Without creativity. In confusion. Get home 
on one’s own authority. The body. Without 
body. Without money. Between the white 
walls. Sweeping the hand over the flat surface. 
Filling the body with liquid. Then. When. 
Only here and with – resources. To pull 
through the winter. 

FFF

Raft – or resistance. Fixed in the white 
landscape – the eyes open up fully – to be 
embodied – their own loss – against the work 
of  art on the wall. A white snow covered field. 
Forest in the end. 

The meeting is informal. The board is not 
informed – about now – all this. A phone 
call and the bodies sat in motion. Out on the 
field – hands holding up colored squares of  
corrugated cardboard – hands pull strings – 
stop at the end of  the field – bodies disappear. 
Take the train. Some gather at the point of  
departure. Only eight out of  twelve. 

FFF

Informed – find the way home. Not now but 
later – what has happened is being described 
– that bodies have been seen coming from the 
forest – to the point where you gather – no 
walls. No uniform description. Only snow and 
a mutual point of  time. 

FFF

After several weeks – still keeping quiet. 
Keeping the point of  departure – the cash 
may be left. Hoping – in advance – until 
exhaustion of  the body – colored cardboards 
– held up against the room as background 
– without walls the attention is drawn to the 
point of  departure. The hands let go – even 
also an image. 

It sounds. It’s not black. It’s fiction. It’s a – it’s 
also – maybe it’s lost – not green – shocking 
– without throwing up. Without sounding. 
Without body. There are three bodies – with 
arms – they are silent. They are other forms. 
Between  walls. That rise white. Sounds like 
terrified words. Bouncing against the bodies. 

No walls. In the room. There is sound. Even 
now. Word and. Thing. It’s a mutual thing. 
The mouths open towards each other. The 
bodies lean against each other. Against the 
walls – no unnecessary walls – supporting – 
of  moving bodies – against a painted surface. 

Palms against the floor – according to what’s 
been said – without facts. Without knowledge 
of  the other. Of  the room. Even the carrying 
and knowing of  words. 

FFF

Even now – maybe murmur. Mouths open 
towards the bodies. But now the voice 
arrives. Pounds against the chest – the blouse. 
Without color. With answer. 

Near normal – according to the shape of  the 
glass. Filled with liquid. Taken into the body. 
The mouths tighten to a smile. How much time 
like this – remains. A whole week. Maybe – two.
 

Cash. Without image. Straight backs to 
wall. And not wall. Open eyes – no images 
– murmur. It wants noise. The bodies want 
– clear vision – bend down. Buy with the last 
money. Palm against palm – the work of  art. 
The body standing hands in pockets. Eyes 
open. The mouth moves towards the body 
facing. 

FFF

Even now. Going on. Off. On. In rooms. 
Not yet. Soon there. Here too. Maybe. Also 
– outside – the room. The walls rise tall 
– beneath the ceiling – faces look up – down 
as well. In. Even there. Inside. Without sound. 
Don’t hear. Breaths. Already seen. With the 
hands on – take on. With the hands on thing 
– under thing – outside thing. Ground work. 
Nerves – and tension – grow. Unnecessary 
walls. 

FFF

Earlier. But now as well. With image. 
Invitation. Documentation and maybe 
description of  – the bodies and lines. To 
become eyes that look at – at – a – and – 
without – none – that – in – seeing something. 
Not here. Even there. The bodies stop. Leave 
earlier – but also – become eyes. 

Collobert < > CAG
Beata Berggren

TRANSLATED BY 
Martin Högström
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Aura Satz, 
Spiral Sound Coil
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säger (There's Something in What We Say) was released in 2010 and her second 
book, Bild (Picture) will be released in the spring of  2012. Her work has been 
published several times in the poetry magazine OEI, with the first text in 2006, 
and she has participated in exhibitions all over Sweden.

Andreas Gedin (b. 1958, Stockholm, Sweden) lives and works in Stockholm. 
He holds a PhD in Fine Art and has exhibited his work regularly in Sweden 
and abroad. Gedin combines interests in history, language, logistics, literature, 
and power relations in making his art. Often the point of  departure for his 
works is the communication between people and the shortcomings of  that 
communication. Humour is therefore a recurring element. The works are often 
based on texts. These texts can be spoken, planted, engraved, or written down. 
Gedin's work with art also includes writing, research, and curating. He has 
had solo exhibitions at institutions such as the Gothenburg Museum of  Art 
and the Malmö Art Museum (both in 2011), and his group exhibitions include 
the Moderna Exhibition at Moderna Museet in Stockholm (2010), Swedish 
Conceptual Art at Kalmar Konstmuseum (2010), and Cash Flow at Botkyrka 
Konsthall (2010).

Matti Kallioinen (b. 1974, Uppsala, Sweden) lives and works in Stockholm. 
Kallioinen's work centers on the synthetic self, artificial intelligence and 
robotics materialized through a playful mindset. His work reached a big 
audience at the Moderna exhibition at Moderna Museet, Stockholm, in 2006. 
Since then his art has been widely appreciated, mainly through two shows at 
Milliken Gallery in Stockholm and numerous exhibitions internationally. In 
2011, Kalejdoskop förlag published The Synthetic Supernatural, a comprehensive 
overview of  his work from the last decade. His works sometimes take the 
form of  large multimedia performances involving music, light and multiple 
humanoid figures acting out uncanny rituals. 

Renja Leino (b. 1958, Kaarina, Finland) lives and works in Korpo, Finland. 
Leino graduated from Konstfack, the University College of  Arts, Crafts and 
Design, in Stockholm 1990, in the Department of  Photography. Her latest 

Maja Bajevic (b. 1967, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina) lives and works 
in Paris. She is an artist who takes a critical and witty approach to art in 
order to pinpoint dualities in human behaviour, in particular those involving 
power. In her artistic practice she questions fixed worldviews by showing how 
political structures and moral concepts are bound to historical settings. Maja 
Bajevic broaches the issues of  history and identity as unfulfilled constructions, 
unsteady and ever changing. The power of  history is opposed to the power of  
choice and interpretation, as collective memory is opposed to collective amnesia, 
and objective accounts to subjective storytelling and imagination—as a 
construction in progress, fluid and unstable, whose shifts react to contradictory 
stimuli. Bajevic's work ranges from video, installation, performance and sound 
to text, crafts, machinery, and photography.
    Maja Bajevic has been invited to take part in some of  the most important 
exhibitions of  the 1990s and 2000s, including Manifesta (2000), Documenta 
(2007), and the Istanbul (2001) and Venice (2003) Biennials. She has had solo 
exhibitions at, amongst other institutions, PS1, MoMA, New York (2004); 
Moderna Museet, Stockholm (2005); Fondazione Bevilacqua La Masa, Venice 
(2008), and Museo Reina Sofia, Madrid (2011).

Alexander Bard (b. 1961, Motala, Sweden) lives in Stockholm and is a 
philosopher, writer, lecturer, artist, and music producer. Together with the 
media critic Jan Söderqvist he has published three books: The Netocrats (2000), 
The Global Empire (2002), and The Body Machines (2009). The books explore 
how contemporary and future societies are being shaped by new technology 
and interactive communications. As a counterpoint to the often technically 
complicated field of  philosophy, Bard has since 1985 devoted much of  his time 
to popular culture, primarily as music producer and songwriter for over fifty 
artists, but also as a musician in the bands Army Of  Lovers, Vacuum, BWO and 
Gravitonas.

Beata Berggren (b. 1976, Stockholm, Sweden) lives and works in Stockholm. 
She is an artist who works mainly with text as an art form. Beata Berggren 
studied at Umeå Academy of  Fine Arts, Umeå, 2000-05, and during that time 
she was also an exchange student at the Academy of  Fine Arts in Hanoi, 
Vietnam. She began writing scripts for readings, lectures, and conversations 
based on the spoken and written word. These scripts were expressed in the 
form of  performance and video works. Her first book, Det ligger något i det man 
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Robert Stasinski (b. 1980, Sweden) is a freelance curator, critic, and writer. 
He has written for both newspapers and international art journals, including 
Flash Art, Glänta, Art Papers, Paletten, Uppsala Nya Tidning, and Expressen. 
Stasinski went through the curatorial program at Konstfack, the University 
College of  Art, Crafts and Design, and studied art history and philosophy 
at the University of  Stockholm. As a curator he has produced contemporary 
exhibitions and seminars on subjects ranging from game theory to the crisis in 
art criticism. He has worked as a project leader for IASPIS and editor for Nu-
E Magazine. Stasinski is one of  the founders of  the blog Efter Kritiken (After 
the Criticism), which started in 2005. Today he has his own blog, Why We Do 
It, where he writes about contemporary art through the lenses of  neurology, 
economics, and politics.

Sara Stridsberg (b. 1972, Solna, Sweden) is an author and a playwright. She 
has written award-winning novels and plays, translated others, and written 
a number of  articles for several swedish magazines. Her debut novel, Happy 
Sally (2004), was followed by two novels that were both nominated for the 
August Prize, The Dream Faculty (2006) and Darling River (2010). In 2007 
she also received the Nordic Council Literature Prize for The Dream Faculty. 
Stridsberg’s novels are powerful stories about the conditions faced by girls and 
women. In 2006 she wrote a play about feminist Valerie Solanas called Valerie 
Jean Solanas Will Be President of  America that was put on that year by the 
Royal Dramatic Theatre. In the spring of  2009 Stridsberg continued her 
collaboration with the same theatre in the play Land of  Medea, which is also 
the title of  a volume containing three of  her plays published in 2012.

Jan Söderqvist (b. 1961, Stockholm, Sweden) lives in Stockholm and is a 
philosopher, writer, lecturer, entrepreneur, and consultant. He lectures all over 
the world about future developments in media, politics, culture, and economics 
in the wake of  the digital revolution. Söderqvist holds a bachelor's degree in 
literature and the history of  ideas, but has made a career in the media, having 
worked in both radio and television as well as with newspapers and magazines. 
He has also worked as a film critic and been the editor of  Allt om Böcker, 
Moderna Tider, Axess, and Computer Sweden.

series Absent Minds and Just Anybody are taken on a mobile phone camera, and 
focus on the phenomenon of  the digital invasion and its effects on our lives. 
Besides photography and video she has done experimental installations for 
public spaces. She is also a lecturer in photography, and in the periods 1998-
2004 and 2010-2011 she was Head of  the Department of  Photography at 
Turku Arts Academy, where she still works. Leino's works have been shown 
in several solo and group exhibitions both nationally and internationally in the 
United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, and the Czech Republic. Her work 
is represented in collections such as the Finland State Art Collection and the 
Finnish Museum of  Photography. 

Håkan Rehnberg (b. 1953, Gothenburg, Sweden) lives and works in 
Stockholm. He has exhibited widely both in Sweden and abroad, with a recent 
solo exhibition at Galerie Nordenhake (Stockholm 2012), Studio A (Otterndorf, 
2006), Vida Konsthall (Halltorp, 2005), and Sønderjyllands Kunstmuseum 
(Tønder, Denmark, 2004). He has participated in group exhibitions at the 
National Art Museum of  China, NAMOC (Beijing, 2008), Moderna Museet 
(Stockholm, 2003), and the Helsinki City Art Museum (2002). He has been a 
member of  the Royal Academy of  Fine Arts since 2000. In 2002, the artist was 
honoured with the Carnegie Art Award, and his work was presented in the 
same year in the corollary exhibition at the Reykjavik Art Museum. 

Aura Satz (b. 1974, Barcelona, Spain) lives and works in London. She is an 
artist and writer. In her artistic practice she explores the complex blend of  
human and machine while working with installations, films, and performances. 
She completed a theory/practice PhD at the Slade School of  Fine Art, where 
she held a Henry Moore Foundation Post-Doctoral Sculpture Fellowship. She 
is currently a fellow and lecturer at the London Consortium. Aura Satz has 
performed, exhibited, and screened her work nationally and internationally. 
During 2009-10 she was artist-in-residence at the Ear Institute, University 
College London, and as a result she produced the film Sound Seam and Spiral 
Sound Coil. In 2011 she made a film about the Oramics machine in homage to 
Daphne Oram, now on view at the Science Museum, London, until the end of  
2012. In 2012 she was shortlisted for the Samsung Art+ new media prize, an 
honor that led to her work being shown in an exhibition at the British Film 
Institute, London.
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Idag har jag bara haft tur...
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Färgfabriken is exhibiting collages by Hilda 
Hellwig as the 3rd part of the long-term 
project Psychosis, intended to illuminate the 
human psyche trough a series of exhibitions, 
publications, seminars and film screenings.

Hellwig investigate both her own identity and our 
collective mind in her work and has a naturally 
close relation to the Psychosis concept, 
(investigation of the human mind).  



TO THROW ONESELF into the imagery of  Hilda Hellwig is an 
intense experience; dreams, hallicunations and fear blends 
with an absurd humour. Encounters with sharks, whales and 
human beings in trance—they are all participants in these 
strange tableaus and bizarre sceneries. They scream, they fly 
or they  stand there frozen. This cocktail leaves no physical 
hangover but the images remains, as the viewer falters out 
of  them or float back to the surface. Is this about reversing 
a mental gravity?

Nothing is the same again. 

/Joachim Granit, Färgfabriken

Vilse
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Ankomst

Hilda Hellwig helped found the experimental 
theater scene Teater Aurora, where she 
also worked as artistic director from 1979 
to '94. Her productions for the Aurora 
included "Könets fångar – en subjektiv suck" 
(Prisoners of Gender: A Subjective Sigh) 
among others.

Hellwig has worked with several of the most 
prominent Swedish stages: the Royal Dramatic 
Theatre, the Stockholm City Theater, the 
Royal Opera, and recently the Malmö Opera 
with a production of "Carmen". She has also 
been active abroad with the Swedish Theater 
in Helsinki, the Norwegian Theater, the 
National Theater in Oslo, Kantona Jozsef in 
Budapest, the Royal Theater in Copenhagen, 
and the Estonian Drama Theater. Since the 
fall of 2008 Hellwig has been a professor 
of theater direction on the faculty of the 
Stockholm Academy of Dramatic Arts.

In addition to her work in theater Hilda 
Hellwig has also worked with making pictures 
in the form of collages. Collage is something 
she has done since childhood, a second path 
she has followed throughout her life in 
parallel to her work in the theater. 
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Det ordnar sig lilla vän, titta bara rakt fram
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THESE COLLAGES have never been shown before, and in the 
course of several conversations and meetings with Hellwig, 
Joachim Granit and Emilia Rosenqvist from Färgfabriken 
gained an insight into her image world. Of course they 
wondered why these pictures have lain hidden in a closet for 
so long.

The people around me have often encouraged me to show them. My 
work with collage has been a protected area where I didn't need to 
be part of some movement, where I didn't have to define my work. 

Hellwig has a very relaxed relationship to her pictures and 
doesn't want to overdramatize their content. She works 
thematically, in series that treat everything from "an 
alternative story of Christ" to a history of her own life and 
absurd dream scenes. At the same time, Hellwig points out 
that she doesn't work with political or religious themes.  

My collages are not illustrations. I tell stories, create situations, 
worlds, portraits. It's fiction and dreams. 

Skymning
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Jag borde ha kysst honom...
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HOW LONG HAVE YOU WORKED WITH IMAGES IN THIS WAY?

I've been working with collage for a very long time. Some 
of  the ones I've lost I can remember with complete clarity 
—even ones from my teenage years. Some pictures have been 
terrifying in that they have prophesied a future that actually 
came to pass. 

HAVE THESE PICTURES PROVIDED SUPPORT OR INSPIRATION FOR 
YOUR WORK IN OPERA AND THEATER, OR VICE VERSA? ARE THERE 
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE TWO WORLDS?

I often work parallel with the other creative things I do for 
the stage, but completely separate from them. Collage is 
something entirely different. It's another world—a world 
where I'm not locked into formalistic or moral requirements. 
But I do pose certain formal rules for each series: I call them 
challenges.

DO YOU KNOW IN ADVANCE HOW THE FINISHED COLLAGE IS 
GOING TO LOOK? HOW DO YOU FIND THE PICTURES AND HOW DO 
YOU COMBINE THEM?

My collages are created out of  strict rules that I establish 
for myself. One such rule might be Use at most three pictures to 
create an entirely new picture that tells a story of its own or This 
picture is a portrait of Arne Ruth. Arne Ruth had to wait years 
for his picture, because I couldn't find the pearls I wanted 
to have in the picture, but in the end I guess it ended up 
becoming something else.

Våren är på väg
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Vårluft

Another challenge could be to only allow a complementary 
color, or to place several figures or something else in the 
center of  a series of  collages that always has to be included 
in every picture. It could be the blue fabric found in a dress 
worn by a certain person in one of  the pictures in the series. 
But these rules change frequently, and for the most part 
there isn't even any consistency in the type of  rules I apply.

WHAT INSPIRES YOU? IS THERE A CONNECTION WITH MUSIC, OR 
WITH FILM? YOUR PICTURES MAKE ONE THINK OF  HITCHCOCK'S 
FILMS THE BIRDS, VERTIGO, OR SPELLBOUND WITH DREAM SCENES 
FROM SALVADOR DALÍ.

In my pictures it's more a kind of  connection between 
landscape and story, where there are animals that watch 
the people. These animals can even be directly related to 
man, like the hippopotamus who is the mother of  a holy 
person. Dali's landscapes are usually desert scenes. Mine are 
different: mountains and seas. Although right now, this year, 
I'm working on a picture in the series My Life that is a desert 
landscape, but that's an exception.

YOUR TITLES PROVIDE INTERESTING SUPPORT FOR OUR READING 
OR INTERPRETATION OF  THE PICTURES. DO THEY ACT LIKE CLUES 
FOR THE OBSERVER?

Yes, absolutely. You enter into another world when you look 
at my pictures, so it's good to have another language to help 
you orient yourself, or maybe to help you get lost there.
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Lekar i skog
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WHEN DO YOU DETERMINE THE TITLE? IS IT PART OF  THE 
INSPIRATION FOR THE PICTURE?

The title often comes in the midst of  the work, after I myself   
"understand" what kind of  other associations the picture 
creates, besides the fact that each picture is usually part of  a 
series. There's a kind of  story, a context that you lose when 
you see a picture just on its own—even if  each picture is  
"about something".

ONE EXAMPLE OF  A STRIKING TITLE IS BROTHER PLAYING 
(BRORSAN LEKER). IS THAT JUST ANY BROTHER OR THE CONCEPT 
OF  BROTHER?

Any brother at all—my own included—but also all brothers 
everywhere.

THERE'S ONE PICTURE THAT HAS A PARTICULAR CALM ABOUT IT, 
DEPICTING TWO SMALL CHILDREN WITH STRANGE SUNGLASSES IN 
A DESERT LANDSCAPE.

It's part of  a series of  three pictures of  those kids, but I can't 
find the other two. In one of  them, I remember, the kids are 
on a shoreline among a group of  soldiers. This picture is 
called Sunset. The sunset is so lonely for those kids there, 
and the world could be coming to an end, and they have to 
just soak up the last rays of  the sun.

Solnedgången
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Jag gillar mig själv ur serien Mitt liv

I LOVE MYSELF IS ANOTHER PICTURE, WITH A SELF-SATISFIED 
WOMAN ON A STRANGE STAGE SET. WHERE DID THE WORK WITH 
THIS PICTURE BEGIN?

I Love Myself is part of the My Life series, which is a pretty 
soulful landscape. The whole series is done from a very 
frontal approach with big, garish, and angular figures in 
the foreground. They're like a kind of primitive folk art in 
which the perspective is wrong but the story still plays out 
in a concrete landscape. The picture began with a solitary 
totem at sunset [she laughs], followed by the masked figures, 
then the sacrifice to the tree goddess in the middle and the 
inhabitants of the landscape. The little girl is a visitor, but 
maybe the sacrificial offering to the tree totem woman. 
The "self-satisfied" woman protects the girl, or maybe she's 
giving her up for sacrifice. People push in around them 
from the edges of the picture, wanting to take part in the 
spectacle. 
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Samlaget ur serien Christus liv
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